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Hispanic students noted for academic achievement

Student killed in auto accident honored
By Crista E. Hardie
Daily staff wnter

A moment of silence for would-be scholarship
recipient Marisol Perez began the first-ever
recognition luncheon for the CSU Scholarship
Program for Hispanic Students and National
Hispanic Scholarship Fund awards at the
International Center Friday.
Perez, the 17-year-old victim of a drunk driver
in an accident last month, was to be one of 20
outstanding Hispanic scholars at SJSU to receive
the award. She had planned to enter SJSU as a
freshman this semester.

Tribute paid to Perez

Dunna Bra:Inner

Daily tuft photographer

Jose and Maria Perez, parents of drunk-driving victim Marisol
Perez, holds back tears during a ceremony honoring their daughter.

A posthumous tribute was given, as her parents listened in tearful appreciation.
Although scholarship rules determine that the
cash award must be given to an alternate recipient, the Perez’ were presented with a certificate
which recognized their daughter’s achievement.
The NHSF scholarship is awarded annually to

undergraduate Hispanic students who have exceptional academic standing.
As he presented a certificate to each award
recipient, Chris Villa, director of SJSU student
outreach and recruitment and chair of the scholarship selection committee, shared the students’
achievements, as well as their hopes and dreams.
Villa then read from Perez’ essay, in which
she expressed her pride and appreciation to her
parents for encouraging her to pursue a college
education.

Aspired to presidency
Villa said Perez was "an outstanding student,
with a 3.6-plus GPA."
She had planned to major in international business with a possible double major in aviation. She
participated in numerous school activities at
Willow Glen High School in San Jose, including
student government and the academic decathlon
club.
Mansol’s mother, Maria Perez, said Marisol
"had great dreams
she even thought she

would someday be president of the United
States."
Perez was the fourth member of her family to
graduate from high school, and would have been
the first to attend college. She was to have
received eight scholarships this year.
"I don’t know of another student who worked
so hard," said Joan Albers, career center assistant
at Willow Glen High School. "She was a fantastic
kid, a role model to all students."
Perez’ family has set up a scholarship fund for
both Marisol and her 14 -year-old sister, Rocio,
who also died in the accident.
The fund is primarily to aid Willow Glen High
School students, however, other eligibility criteria
have not yet been established.
Albers said that checks are being accepted at
the school in preference to the Perez’ home
address, because "in some ways it’s easier for the
parents."
Donations may be sent to the Marisol and
Rocio Perez Scholarship Fund, Willow Glen
Educational Park, 2001 Conk Ave., San Jose, CA
95125.

Fire victims RABBIT AT REST
relocated to
Allen Hall
Fire drives students from
Twin Palms apartments
By Traci Deguchi
Daily staff wntcr

Mydori Senda enjoys San Jose even though her studio turned into a black cloud of smoke last Monday
morning in the Twin Palms apartment fire. Even as she
sits in a cheap motel room with her wardrobe stuffed in
Lucky’s plastic hags and a large cardboard box, Senda
is more thankful than upset.
"After the first fire, I was scared, but after this second one, my roommate and 1 were very worried,"
Senda said, "Black smoke was all over and we had to
put wet towels over our mouths. We knew the second
fire was not like the first one."
The arson fire that drove residents from their South
Ninth Street homes on Sept. 2 came after a trash dumpster was set afire two weeks earlier, causing no damage
to the building.
Until other housing arrangements are made, Senda
and three other SJSU students have already taken up a
special offer from University Housing Services.
Any currently enrolled SJSU students who were displaced in the Win Palms apartment fire are eligible for
30 days of temporary housing at only $6 a night,
according to Fred Najjar, Director of Housing Services.
Najjar also said that if residents would like to stay
longer, they would have to sign a regular housing
agreement for UHS.
After everyone was evacuated from the building,
temporary housing was immediately set up by the Red
Cross in downtown motels to accommodate tenants,
most for about a week. Evacuees were staying at the
Best Western Inn and the Townhouse Motel, both located on Second Street.
"When we were outside, the American Red Cross
gave us water and meal tickets," Senda said, "They
really helped us."
Along with school and various semester costs, students’ budgets were stretched even tighter, and UHS is
trying to help those with slim pocketbooks.
"The cost of staying in Allen Hall is much less
expensive than any hotel at the rate we are providing,"
said Najjar, "and the location of Allen Hall is convenient for those students."
With fire fears still lingering from last year’s
Moulder Hall blaze, Najjar said he felt better prepared

Lynn Benton Daly

Debbie Mancuso, a senior crafts major, enjoys a picnic with her
friend Anne Tobin, a senior art major, and rabbit Stewart.

staff photographer

Stewart is an 11 -month -old Netherland 1)warf rabbit, and "his
major is furniture eating," Mancuso joked.

See FIRE VICTIMS, Page 3

New associate VP wants
campus diversity to flourish
By Monica Campbell
Duly stafT writa

Faculty cuts due to a diminishing
budget only added to the challenges
that Sybel Weir had to face as she
began her new position as SJSU’s
associate vice-president of faculty
affairs.
Weir was appointed to the position
in April after a nationwide search was
conducted to find the best candidate.
Before she was chosen. Weir was the
associate dean for the school of
humanities and arts at SJSU.
Born in Switzerland, her mother
was a German Jew who wanted her
child to be born in a free country. Weir
left Europe after only four years.
escaping the beginning of World War
II by a few months.
Although she majored in history at
Connecticut College, Wier said that
"most women during the 1950s went
to college so they could entertain their
husbands’ bosses. They didn’t expect
you to have a career."

Proving that theory wrong, Wier
went on to earn her master’s degree in
counseling at Harvard’s School it
Education, and eventually her doctor
ate in English.
Weir came to SJSU in 19611, as an
associate professor in the school ()I
humanities and arts. She later became
associate dean of the department.
Weir’s efforts can most clearly be
seen when looking at the development
of the women’s studies department.
-It was a challenge to convince the
faculty that women’s studies were
needed," said Weir. "Some still feel
it’s not needed."
Weir also arranged for ethnic
women writers to come and lecture at
SJSU last spring.
With her new position, Weir is hoping to create a "campus climate where
a faculty of diverse backgrounds feels
welcome and can flourish."
"The faculty at SJSU is overburdened and it’s hard to recruit excellent
new faculty when the work load is so
overwhelming."

INSIDE
SPORTS
11001)5 Japanese style:
A Japanese basketball team
will scrimmage at the
Event Center. Page 6

SJSU employee claims eye injury
from computers, students at risk
Illtraviolet radiation
could he health risk
By Nicholas 0. Smith

FEAT U RES
Sister City la/it’s:
Five -member dance ensemble kicked it in the Student
Union last Friday.
Page

WoRLD NEws
UFOs in England?:
The mystery may be
solved as two British
beer buddies cop to the
crop-circle hoax.
Page 7
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An SJSU engineering technician
had his eyes opened recently and
saw things twice. Now he says he
wants to warn students who use
computers for long periods of the
danger of overexposure to ultraviolet light.
After changing eyeglasses, Bill
Moore, who sometimes stares at
computer screens for more than
eight hours a day as he takes care of
the computers for the university,
developed double vision.
He said his eye doctor told him it
was likely the screens were causing
the problem.
"I never really looked at it as a
big problem," he said

Moore said when he got new
glasses that help to filter out the
radiation, it cleared up the problem.
However, now that he’s seen the
danger, Moore said the university
should provide filters for the screens
that would protect students.
Experts have yet to come to a
consensus on whether UV light really causes such damage.
Dr. John McDermid, an
optometrist with South Bay Optical,
said UV light doesn’t have much
effect.
More likely, he said, eye problems associated with computer work
are more closely related to muscles
being focused at one distance for a
long period of time,
McDermid recommended looktng off at a distance for every fifteen
minutes of staring at the screen
Because UV filters can help with
glare, they may have some value,
according to Mc Dermid.

Ever!, third paticia has .01)1() sort
of problem with computcr sk teens,
but usually they are helped by
focusing on the distance frequently,
and by having the screen at a even
level with the eyes.
According to Moore, a gtxxf filter
can cost as much as $35 per unit, but
he said a more inexpensive solution
might he to buy UV filtering film
and attach it with Velcro to the
machines. Dos would cost approximately $5 per unit, he said.
A sales representative with PC
Edge in San Jose said the price
could range from 569 to S129 per .
unit depending on quality, and a 20
percent discount would he included
with a large quantity.
At minimum, Moore said, the
university should post signs warning
students of these dangers.
Each department on campus is
responsible for purchasing its own
I liters if de( ided it was necessary.
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EDITORIAL

14-4cel? THE MEXI CANS!
THEY CROSS TNE f5ORDER,
AND STEAL OUR U0f35

In-house discrimination
seems our state legislators
missed out when the
enlightenment
wagon passed
It
through our state. They have
demonstrated their own slavery
to the bigotry of the public with their
handling of Assembly Bill 101.
The bill would add sexual orientation
to the list of qualities on the basis of
which one can not discriminate in the
state of California. But just when the bill
came up for a vote two weeks ago, the
housing clause was omitted.
Some in the assembly said the bill
was watered down to assure its passage
among Republican voting members,
although preliminary indications were
that the bill would have passed as a
whole. Gov. Wilson even made sounds
like he’d sign it in its original form.
The result is that gay people 10
percent of the entire population still
won’t have a guarantee of shelter, simply
because of the gender of the company
they choose to keep.
Of course, many of these same
landlords allow child abusers, murderers
drug users and other lawbreakers to rent
or buy property. Those people could
potentially harm their neighbors, while
statistics on homosexual tenants indicate
they are on average more reliable,
considerate and responsible than the
general public.
Any action to keep law-abiding
citizens from a basic right like housing
would seem like blatant discrimination,
and yet legislators and conservative
Christian groups are falling over each
other Irving to justify it.

The bill’s leading foe is the Rev. Lou
Sheldon of the Traditional Values
Coalition, who is already drawing up a
counter initiative to repeal AB 101,
should it pass.
Among his arguments, and those of
some apartment complex owners and
housing developers, is that the bill would
Force real estate owners to grant leases to
homosexuals, even if they were morally
opposed to homosexuality. Oh, no
sounds like, no don’t say it
affirmative action.
Feeling the real estate and
developers’ dollars slipping away,
legislators got scared and backed away
from a bill that has been needed for
decades.
After all, if the constituency is smallminded, then so must be their leaders.
Call it democratic mandate or the
persuasive power of the almighty
political contribution.
Affirmative action is the magnet issue
for intolerance in the 1990s, as those that
hold the power in this country have
begun to feel some of it slip away and
claw to hold on to what’s left.
But let’s get one thing clear
nondiscrimination is not the equivalent
of affirmative action. Conversely,
nondiscrimination policies now would
make future affirmative action
unnecessary. If lawmakers had joined the
20th century sooner, affirmative action
wouldn’t be necessary.
Let’s stop complaining about
problems we created ourselves and start
breaking the vicious cycle now.
Rebuild AB 101 and make it law.
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SO...WHATIS
YOUR POINT?

Pack up lunch and send it on its way

WRITER’S
FORUM

Angela Hill

’Big Brother’ sees all
what else. In a microsecond, that little
magnetic strip that saves you from the
arduous task of writing a check has told
them who you are, what you purchased,
how much you paid and when and where
you did so.
And with our ever-so-helpful
computers, this data will probably go in
the voluminous information on you
which can already be accessed by anyone
who has your name and social security
number. No longer is there any need for
pre-first date apprehension. You can get
your intended’s job history, income, IRS
records, marriage and childbirth records,

was a lovely evening. I hadn’t
been to the Boardwalk in Santa
ItCruz in years, so my friend and I
decided to go on the rides and
pretend we were kids again.
for a while. As we
It was working
got off the Giant Dipper, we’d race back
to the line to ride it again in an insatiable
quest for free flight and wild abandon.
We were little kids no worries (except
which ride to choose next), no burdens,
no restrictions. We munched our waffle
cones and reveled in our childlike sense
of the world. All was for fun. All was
good.
Until we decided to do something
really wild walk on the beach. Sadly,
we were back in the real world, or maybe
the world according to George Orwell.
We were met with the infamous sign:
"No fires. No camping. No glass. No
alcohol. No baseball. No fishing. No
dogs. No vehicles. No barbecues."
I think they could’ve saved printing
costs by just listing what was allowed
which, by the way, I couldn’t really
figure out. What was left? Looking?
Why bother? The lights on the overhead
poles were so blinding I couldn’t even
see the ocean. The beach was vacant
except for the ever-present patrol truck.
Altered by man-made restrictions and
man-made lighting, this "natural scene"
was sterile and ugly.
It seems we have supervision and a
list of rules to alter our every move these
days. Have you driven through the city
of Campbell lately? I’ve come to avoid it
completely, which fortunately isn’t too
great a loss. I really don’t want to get my
picture taken by their candid cameras
and receive a speeding ticket in the mail
without even getting the chance to argue
about it with the cop. Sure, it’s a very
clean and efficient way to slow speeders,
hut it’s so sterile, so anonymous, so
Orwell.
Have you used your ATM card at the
grocery store checkout lately? If so,
you’ve just been added to the
demographic data the manufacturers use
for product marketing and who knows

Have you used your
ATM card at the
grocery store
checkout lately? If
so, you’ve Just been
added to the
demographic data
the manufacturers
use for product
marketing ...
credit history, etc. in a maucr of hours.
Our every move is watched. Even at
the beautiful, natural beach on the fringe
of the infinite ocean, the robot-like
patrolman cruised along and cast me a
cold eye that night. I immediately felt
guilty just for being there, just for
standing on the beach. I remember my
friend and I looked back to the sparkling
lights of the Boardwalk rides and tried to
hbld on to that fleeting sense of childlike
freedom, but it was long gone.
Maybe we never really had it at all.
Maybe another item should be added to
the sign: "No free spirits allowed. Big
Brother’s watching."
Angela Hill is a Daily writer.

Room (408) 924-3280
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I hate lunch. Lunch is stupid Lunch
is a pain in the ass.
Lunch is highly overrated,
virtually unnecessary and
potentially dangerous. And yet, we
Americans rearrange our lives, turn
cartwheels and become double-jointed
just to incorporate this annoying rite into
our daily lives.
Can we pass an Assembly bill
exempting us from this jive? Geez.
Now, I will grant that !cat lunch. I
haven’t yet discovered how to
physiologically discontinue the need for
sustenance at midday. Lord knows, I’ve
tried. But it is with much grumbling I do
so. Or should I say, because of much
grumbling.
lam a busy woman. lam a student
and a journalist, both more than full-time
jobs in themselves. When I’m not at
school or in the newsroom, I am on my
way from one to the other.
I have an amicable tolerance for school
and a genuine passion for my work. In any
case, if lunch is the alternative, I’d rather
be studying, listening to a lecture, out
reporting or in the office writing.
Thing is, my stomach grumbles
reliably between the hours of 11 am. and
1 p.m. every day. I’m usually in a meeting
or a quiet classroom when it strikes. I’ve
tried different postures, wiggling around
in my chair looking solemn and earnest in
case people start to stare. I’ve tried
clearing my throat and coughing demurely
when the squeals and thunderous roars
loom. I’ve even tried pounding my
midsection into submission. No go.
My fear of embarrassment allows my
duodenum to rule my life for at least an
hour every day. I can’t concentrate on
anything but the pressure in my gut. My

learning and concentration quotients
plummet.
So when I finally escape, it’s a
desperate search for food in my free eight
minutes. Fast food? Naw, that’s like
swallowing a cholesterol anvil. Chinese?
That’s asking for serious digestive revolt.
A sandwich? Never have thought meat,
veggies and bread belonged in anyone’s
mouth all at one time.
But these are my options. So I choose
one, inhale, and head off to my
destination.
Lunch has this annoying way of
occurring at a time of day when no food
tastes right. In the morning, the taste buds
arc eager for stimulation after a night’s
deprivation, hankering for a bowl of
Fruity Pebbles. In the evening, the body
and mind relax enough to appreciate food
on a sensual, aesthetic level. At noon, the
id-driven anatomy grunts to have its way.
But then, taste is seldom the object at
all. Lunch has become a verb for the
boomer-yuppie corps: a way to network,
charm co-workers and persuade others to
admire them and give them big money
and rich contracts. Seldom does anyone
have even the chance to appreciate the
multi -colored glop they arc shoving down
their gullets.
Still, lunch is an accepted,
accommodated biological and social need
in offices everywhere. The desks are
vacated and the downtown haunts packed
with grinning suds or harried, hurried
slave-laborers. Nothing occurs between
noon and 1 p.m. anywhere in America.
In fact, if it weren’t for time zones, the
whole of America could be chomping on
burgers one day at 12:30 with no one
minding the store. It could be a
gargantuan-scale Pearl Harbor!
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BESSA, news editor
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GEORGE
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production editor

ORTIZ., photo editor

Short of concluding that lunch is a
threat to national security, it should be
examined as a waste of time. As we suffer
the exponential growth of the trade deficit
between this nation and Japan, we have
worried over our education system, our
work ethic and our intelligence. Stop
those bean counters in Washington I
have the explanation.
Americans spend too much time at
lunch. It falls in the middle of the
workday, just at the point at which we
have built up some momentum with the
work at hand. We come back, bellies laden
and eyelids droopy, not feeling much like
working. The rest of the day is a quest for
the five o’clock bell. (Think about it. Have
the Spanish, dedicated to the afternoon
siesta, ever dominated the world economic
scene? Not.)
If Americans worked through the lunch
hour, not only would they work faster and
more efficiently, they’d make more
money. Add the extra hour’s pay to the 10
bucks we avoid spending on food, and we
suddenly have some dispolable income. A
minimum-wage worker could conceivably
come away with an extra $60 a week.
Now of course, there would have to be
some serious snacking, which could create
its own problems. So, I volunteer for the
first portable worker’s feeding tube,
circumventing my mouth and surgically
implanted in my stomach with a tube
leading out to a bag of liquified, vitaminenriched protein in my briefcase. The
system would keep my stomach happy all
day, and grumble-free.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is the Spartan
Daily executive editor. Iler column
appears every Tuesday.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty,
others who are intere.sted in the University
at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum
page must be turned into the Leucrs to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, WLN 104, during office hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to Forum
Editor. The Spartan Daily, department of
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mass communications, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA., 95192. Articles
and letters must contain the author’s
name, phone number, address, and major
(if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disc
(Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel, spelling, and length.

Categories available to non -Daily
Staffers are:
Campus voice: 3(X)-.500 word essays
on current campus, political, or personal
issues. Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to Spartan Daily articles, or
calling attention to a particular issue or
point of view.

924-3270
CLASSIFIED 924-3277
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262, come by or call 924 4332
ASLS: A.S. Leisure Services
intramural Sports: Football sign ups for
men’s, women’s and co ed leagues,
now through Sept. 20, pick up rosters
in Student Activities office (old
cafetena building); Intramural
Volleyball sign-ups for men’s, women’s
and co-ed leagues, now through Sept.
13, pick up rosters in Student Activities
office, call 924-5962 or 924-5956.
CAREER PANNING k
PLACEMENT: Resource Center
tour, I p.m., BC 13; on-campus
interview orientation, 10:30 a.m., S.U.
Almaden Room; co-op orientation, 2
p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room, call 9246033.
IIUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT CLUB: Kickoff
meeting. 5 p.m , S.U. Almaden Room,

raW
STU I)ENT ACTIVITIES k
SERVICES: Welcome Faire ’91: Four
tents set up, 9 a.m., Art Quad. call 9245950.
SJISU MARKETING CLUB: First
meeting --- all majors welcome.. give
yourself an edge in the job hunt, 3 p.m.,
A.S. Council Chambers, call 243-3497
or 266-1429.
PRSSA: Member orientation and
picnic for Public Relations Student
Society of America, 5 p.m., BBQ area
behind SPX, call 248-5683.
CONCERT CHOIR: Choral
Activities: Sing! Join Concert Choir,
open to all majors, earn one unit
mornings Monday through Thursday
until September 13, 10:30 am., Music

Silicon Valley gays say
Lotus plan will boost
job benefits and hopes
SAN JOSE (AP)
Boosted by
Lotus Development Corp.’s decision
to extend benefits to gay and lesbian
couples, Silicon Valley groups said
Monday they would press their
fledgling civil rights movement for
homosexual workers.
-This is what we’ve been striving
for for years," said Don Nelson, a
Lockheed Corp. employee and president of High -Tech Gays, a 500member organization in the Santa
Clara Valley, about 30 miles south
of San Francisco.
"The Lotus decision certainly
allows us to hold that company up
as an example," he said.
"I think we’ve got some momentum going here now," said Bennet
Marks, of Apple Lambda, a homosexual employees’ group at Apple
Computer Inc. "It’s hard to be a
trendsetter when it comes to things
like this. I think Lotus has shown it
can be done."
On Friday, Lotus announced it
would allow workers with same-sex
partners to qualify for benefits
offered to employees’ spouses, such
as medical and dental care, vision
and hearing coverage and bereavement leave. The extension does not
apply to unmarried heterosexual
couples.
The Cambridge, Mass. -based
software maker became the first
large U.S. company to offer benefits
to gay partners.
Lotus estimates 10 percent of its
3,100 workers are gay a percentage gay advocates say applies to the
general population.
The Bay Area Municipal
Elections Committee (BAYMEC),
which endorses politicians in the
area dubbed Silicon Valley because

of its many computer-related companies, planned to discuss the Lotus
decision Monday at its board meeting in hopes of encouraging a gay
workers’ rights movement
"There’s certainly been some
movement in some private companies and some governments, but
there hasn’t been any giant sweeping movement," said Judy Rickard,
president of BAYMEC, and SJSU
publicity director of continuing education. "Perhaps this will open the
door."
Apple Lambda has been in talks
with Apple for nine months seeking
benefits for gay partners.
Lockheed Corp. and Hewlett
Packard Co. warn homosexual
employee groups not to adopt names
that appear as an endorsement by
the company.
The groups are called the Gay,
Lesbian or Bisexuals At Lockheed
and the Gay and Lesbian Employee
Network at Hewlett-Packard.
"Companies are sensitive about
this subject, although they discuss it
now," said Greg Gloss, of the HP
group. "Now that Lotus has set a
precedent, we’re hoping it can be
used as a model situation."
HP spokeswoman Mary Lou
Simmermacher said the company is
considering extending benefits to all
non-traditional families.
Digital Equipment Corp., a
Maynard, Mass., company doing
business here, also is thinking of
expanding its coverage.
Andrew Swartz, who leads Apple
Lambda’s talks with Apple, said,
"The reason companies offer health
insurance for spouses of straight
workers is for peace of mind. This is
true for my family, too."

call 667 0841.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Meet the
chapter, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, come by BC 208.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
General meeting, 6 p.m.. S U. Almaden
Room. call 924-2707.

44-,971/fso/wit
SPARTAN CROSS COUNTRY
AND TRACK: General club
meeting, 7 p m., S. U. Pacheco Room,
call 629-4070.
ASLS: A.S. Leisure Services
Intramural Sports: Football sign-ups for
men’s, women’s and co-ed leagues,
now through Sept. 20, pick up rosters
in Student Activities office (old

Senda, a student originally from
a small town outside of Hiroshima,
Japan, is stuck in San Jose without
relatives or any contacts of any
kind. However, she has long-term
plans beyond UHS’s 30 day offer.
"I plan to ask for more days,"
Senda said.
Luckily for Bach, a 31 -year-old

cafeteni building); Intramural
Volleyball sign-ups for men’s, women’s
and co-ed leagues, now through Sept.
13, pick up rosters in Student Activities
office; Scuba class registration deadline
Sept. 18, 550 student/staff, $60 nonstudent/alumni, call 924 5961, 9245956 or 924 5962
AVIATION DEPT.: Start-up
meeting for all new Aviation majors,
Aviation bldg. A/B hangar area, call
924-6580.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD:
Wednesday Night Cinema: "Madonna:
Truth or Dare,’ 6 imd 9 p.m., S.U.
Ballroom, call 924-6263 or 924-6261.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
ASSOC.: Get aquainted picnic, Noon.
BBQ area behind SPX, call 924-5566.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

3

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

ASSOC.: "Careers in corporate
finance," seminar by Levi Strauss
Corp.. 4:45 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
Room, call 924.8715.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Reception for all liberal studies majors.
4 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room, call
356-9502.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Career resource
center tour, 1 p.m., BC 13, call 9246033.
BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge
meeting, 3 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room.
call 363-1616.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Business faire, 9 cm., Business Quad,
call 924-2707.
STUDENT HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Teach in and discussion

group meeung. 6 p.m., DM H 226B,
call 335-7039.
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Rush information social, 6 _q) p ni
S.U. Guadalupe Room, 973 9258 or
281-0282.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch to gel
aquainted, noon, S.U. Montalvo Room.
call 924.5930.
FANTASY/STRATEGY CLUB:
Talisman, Champions, open gaining
and new -corner welcome session, 5:30
p.m., S.C. Almaden Room, call 9247097.
BIOLOGY DEPT.: "How to work
as biologist and be well -paid for it,"
seminar by Dr. Wayne Savage, 1:30
p.m., DH 135, call 924-49(4).

Weather slows Half-Dome climb

Paraplegic
climber stalled
by 20-foot fall

yosEmrrE NATIONAL PARK,
Storms could become a hin(AP)
drance as paraplegic ranger Mark
Wellman struggles to complete a
climb 2,200 feet up Yosemite’s massive Half Dome.
Wellman and fellow climber
Mike Corbett encountered some bad
weather, including lightning shortly
after beginning their climb last
Wednesday, but the weather has

been pretty good most of the time
However, the National Weather
Service is predicting a chance of
showers in the Sierra through
Tuesday morning.
The longer-range forecast says
there could be showers again
Wednesday and Thursday, the day
the climbers hope to reach the top of
Half Dome.
There’s even some chance of
snow falling on Half Dome which
could extend the climb until Friday,
said Curt Olsen of the park mountaineering center where the climb’s
progress is being carefully watched.
The climbers got a day behind
schedule Sunday when Corbett fell

20 feet when a piton pulled loose
from a rock. Wellman stopped his
partner’s descent by anchoring the
rope.
Corbett, Yosemite’s most experienced rock climber, was uninjured.
"That’s the first time I’ve seen
him take a fall while climbing with
me," Wellman reported to mountaineering headquarters over a twoway radio.
Because of the fall, they spent
Sunday night at the same location
where they slept the previous night,
Olsen said.
They hoped to reach an outcropping called Sunset ledge on Monday.
"Sunset ledge is one of the last

nice sleeping ledges," Olsen said.
Wellman himself became paralyzed from the waist down in a 50foot fall while climbing a 13,700foot peak south of Yosemite in 1982.
He was hospitalized for seven
months.
The climb of Half Dome is to
benefit handicapped Boy Scouts and
the construction of additional trails
at Yosemite accessible to the handicapped.
Wellman has trained for the Half
Dome climb by swimming, recumbent biking, weight lifting and
kayaking. He’ll have to complete
about 5,000 pullups during the climb
while being assisted by Corbett.

Lumber companies agree to pay penalties for dumping tows
$5.8 million fine for
dumping pulp mill
byproducts into
Pacific near Eureka
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Two
Humboldt County paper mills will
pay the largest Clean Water Act
penalties ever levied in the western
United States for the daily dumping
of 40 million gallons of toxic waste
products.
Under the agreement between the
Environmental Protection Agency
and the Louisiana-Pacific Corp. and
the Simpson Paper Co., the two
mills will pay $5.8 million for
dumping pulp mill byproducts
including dioxin into the Pacific
Ocean near Eureka, the EPA and a
surfers’ group announced Monday.
"Our message today is loud and
Polluters will pay. They will
clear
pay the costs of cleaning up the pollution and they will pay significant
penalties for violating the law," said

FIRE VICTIMS: Housing offered
From Front Page
for what might happen.
"As soon as I saw the news on
the TV, I immediately got on the
phone and rounded up the housing
staff for a meeting. This offer from
UHS wasn’t perceived as something
’nice’ to do, but something that had
to be done," Najjar said.
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economics major whose second
floor studio suffered smoke damage,
the option to move to San Francisco
to stay with family and commute
hasn’t pushed him to sign up for
Allen Hall.
"The housing offer is good for
some people who have an urgent
need for housing," Bach said.

EPA District Administrator Daniel
McGovern.
The penalties are the largest ever
levied by the EPA for violations of
the Clean Water Act in the western
United States, and the third largest
overall, he said.
Surfrider Foundation, a surfers’
group that focuses on environmental
issues, joined the EPA in fighting
the dumping after surfers at a beach
two miles south of the dump site
complained about the black, noxious
water.
The popular beach boasting 20foot waves frequently was contaminated by the effluent dumped about

2,000 feet offshore. The runoff,
caused by the bleaching process at
the mills, has caused two environmental problems in the area, according to Surfrider attorney Mark
Massara.
Surfers who had ridden through
waves blackened by the chemicals
complained of nausea and headaches
caused by the strong sulfurous smell
and suffered skin rashes and eye irritation, Massara said.
Additionally, testing has shown
that marine life in the area, such as
kelp, sand dollars, abalone and mussets, are damaged by the effluent,
"It has a sublethal effect,"

McGovern said. "It doesn’t kill them
outright, but it does affect their life
cycles."
Simpson has agreed to either end
the pollution by eliminating certain
chemicals from the bleaching process or extending their drainage area
further into the ocean by Oct. 1993.
Louisiana-Pacific has agreed to
build an extension pipe that will take
the effluent further out to sea by
Oct. 1992.
Despite the agreement, no signs
will be posted in the area warning
surfers about the pollution. The
mills are expected to continue
dumping until about 1993.
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Sister City Jazz dancers take the stage

leslie Sal/mann --- Daily staff pfunrapher

SJSU Sister City Jazz Dance Company performed their routine Friday afternoon in the Forum at the Student Union.

Five-member jazz
troupe shows off
its graceful style
By Emma Burgess
Daily staff wnier

Helen McSweeney, an SJSU
dance graduate and daughter of parems with Irish citizenship, has been
dreaming of revisiting Ireland since

last spring. Now she’ll get her
chance with a Dublin tour of the
SJSU Sister City Jazz Dance
Company, which is named after San
Jose’s other five sister cities: Costa
Rica, Dublin, Ireland, Okayama,
Japan, Taiman, Taiwan and Vera
Cruz, Mexico.
The five-member dance ensemble performed for tree on Friday in
the Student Union and during the
"Music in the Park" celebration in

The four dancers from (left) are: Helen McSweeney, Joseph
Dones, Janet Toublin and Christy Wyan t.
the Plaza Park at noon Sunday. In
the Sunday show, the dancers performed alongside the Latin Jazz
Ensemble. The Friday show, spansorcd by the A.S. Program Board,
was "a teaser," according to artistic
director Annette MacDonald, who is
responsible for raising the funds and
getting the invitation to Ireland.
The San Jose performances are
"going to be a great opportunity for
us to put everything together,"

the performance. One of the dances,
"The Penguins," was perfect for
Friday’s rain, with the hats, coats
and umbrellas as props. Amber
Walker, a health science major and
dance minor at SJSU said, "I think it
was wonderful the different style
they’ve developed in the last few
years."
Jazz dance has only been a part
of the SJSU dance curriculum in the
last two years. Before that there was
just ballet and modern.
"I liked it a lot. It was a surpnse,
I just came down here to study," said
Lisa Williams, an English major at
SJSU.
The performance was part of a
cultural exchange between San Jose
and one of its sister cities, Dublin.
The theme of the show is the history of American jazz and tap dance,
ranging from ’30s-era swing dance
and the African-American roots of
jazz to the popular club dancing of
today.
This will be the second sister city
that the ensemble will have visited.
The dancers would like to visit all
five of the sister cities in the future,
but that will all depend on whether
they can get the invitations and the
funds.

Christy Wyarn, a dancer in the cornpany, said on Thursday. In the
Friday performance, the dancers
performed four of the 12 dances on
a small hexagonal stage. It was too
dangerous to try to do all 12 dances,
according to MacDonald, because
the stage was still wet from the rain.
The stage was also on coasters and
as the dancers moved on the stage, it
also moved beneath them.
About HX) people showed up to

Last year the ensemble performed
at
the "Okayama
International Festival of 1990," in
sister city Okayama, Japan.
McSweeney, who graduatedfrom
SJSU with a degree in dance, has
danced for the Peninsula Ballet
Company and locally at the
Phantom Club during the summer of
1991. Her father was born and
raised in Ireland, and her mother,
although born in England, is of Irish

decent and was raised in Ireland.
"I’m the only American in the
family," she said.
She went to Ireland twice when
she was a small child. "When I went
before. I was so young I didn’t
appreciate it." McSweeney also
thinks she’s going to see a lot of
things as though it’s the first time.
The San Jose Dance Ensemble,
as it is also known, will perform
dances in American tap and jazz
style during the city of Dublin’s ceremony for its designation as the
European City of Culture for 1991.
Jazz-style dancing is nonexistent
in Ireland right now, according to
MacDonald. "Jazz and tap are strictly American dance forms."
The dancers of the San Jose
Dance Ensemble are really excited
to learn the complex style of traditional Insh dances known as jigs. So
the dancers of the San Jose Dance
Ensemble will be teaching Irish
youth the American jazz style of
dance in exchange for viewing and
learning the Irish jigs.
MacDonald is responsible for
writing to the Lord Mayor of Dublin
to gain the group’s participation in
the ceremony. MacDonald also
choreographed one of the dances,
"Route 66," a contemporary -style
tap dance with focus on footwork
and syncopation. MacDonald herself
did plan to dance in "Route 66" until
an injury to her achilles tendon
became reinflamed.
Of the five members of the
Ensemble, Joseph Dones, Janet
Tomblin and Wyant are currently
SJSU students. The two others are
McSweeney and guest artist Keith
Banks.

Elvis seen at the ’0’ disguised as Dread
Dread Zeppelin’s
band playing with
a reggae twist

lead singer.
The two guitar players, named Jah Paul
Jo and Carl Jah, wore the two weirdest outfits on the stage, and these guys were competing with an Elvis impersonator.
A guy named Butt -Mon played the
"porn" bass.
Although most of the band’s songs are
cover tunes, the band changes the music
enough to make them sound original.
Zeppelin is one of the most in-sync bands
on the music scene today. The members
have to be, because they don’t just rip
through a song and go on to the next one.
They slow the songs down, giving them a
reggae beat with strong rock ’n’ roll guitars,
sometimes pausing for dramatic effect.
The members also run all over the stage
(except for Tortelvis), and bump into each
other. Butt-Mon is the craziest member of
the band.
He either stands on top of the short
speaker stack in the background, or he imitates a male dog, thrusting his pelvis on one
of the unlucky band members.
Their version of "Black dog," called
"Black Dog, Hound Dog" was one of the
best songs in the set. The reggae style mixed

By Jason Rothman
Daily staff

K

nter

Dread Zeppelin’s lead singer is an Elvis
impersonator. Not just any Elvis impersonator. He looks like the king before he died:
rolls of fat squeezed into a blue Vegas-style
jump suit reined in by a fake-diamond-studded belt.
Tortelvis, the lead singer, doesn’t begin to
explain what kind of band played in front of
a sold-out crowd Sunday night at the Oasis.
The name Dread Zeppelin implies that
the group plays Led Zeppelin tunes, but with
a reggae twist. But that is just part of the
band’s persona.
To add to the show, Tortelvis had his own
towel and water boy named Charlie Haj.
Most of the time, H&j stood off to the side
wearing a brown/tan colored leisure suit,
occasionally walking over to towel off the

with the strong singing of Tonelvis mixed
well.
Zeppelin followed with "Whole Lona
Love," and it was just as good.
Jab’s guitar jam in the middle of the song
showed the crowd, he is a bona fide musician. His notes were clean and he was playing very fast.
Halfway through "Heartbreaker Hotel,"
Tonclvis left the stage and Jah entertained
the crowd with a great guitar jam.
He started using only one hand, and then
ripped into his diamond -studded guitar
using both hands. Alternating from strumming the notes, to using the hammer-on,
pick -off style that made Eddie Van Haien
made famous.
Zeppelin’s last song of the set was
"Stairway to Heaven." Their version of this
song was done, most like the original.
Although they did change it a little to add
some of their personality.
Dread Zeppelin’s live show is definitely
one of the best concerts ever. The next time
they come into town GO SEE THEM. It is
surprising they are still playing in clubs,
because they are better than most of the
bands who headline 20,(X)0-seat venues.

There is no ‘Mr. Big,’ just Mr. Louder
Sandy Ileynen
Daily staff sicntri

For those of you who missed Mr. Big’s performance at One Step Beyond Saturday night,
don’t feel too distraught.
It was like a battle between the members of
the bands as to who was the loudest. Once the
sound reached the audience you couldn’t hear
the singer, let alone decipher the bass from the
drums from the guitar.
A band out of New York called The Lost
went on first. According to their press release
they are group of talented individuals, but it
was difficult to tell that Saturday night.
The Lost have opened for such bands as

Faith No More and Joan Jett & the
Blackhearts, and claim to have quite a following, but that following wasn’t there Saturday
they were probably still in New York waiting for their favorite band’s returm.which
should be sometime this month following their
West Coast tour with Mr. Big. April marked
the release of their first album, "The Lost,"
which was produced by Robinson/Epic
Associated Records.
As The Lost made its exit, people continued
to pile into the already crowded club to the
area in front of the stage. Mr. Big came on with
quite a round of applause. Those who attended
the concert were definitely there to see the
headlining trand.

Associated Students Program Board
Fall Semester’s
Wednesday Nite
Cinema Line-up

Sept. 1 1 */ 1 2

MADONNA
TiliTli 1111 DIKE
Wed. 11th, 6 & 9pm
SU Ballroom, soda,
popcorn or candy 5.50
Thur. 12th, 6 9pm
Morris Dailey Aud.

Sept
11’/12 Truth or Dare
Thelma 8 Louise
18
25
What About Bob?
Oct
2
9
113’
23’
30

Nov

Ira
13’
20

Silence of the Lambs
Jungle Foyer
The Rocketeer
City Slickers
Rocky Horror
Picture Show 8
the Homecoming
Variety Show
Terminator 2
True identity
Boyz In The Hood
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45

11*

Naked Gun 2 1/2
The Marrying Man
I
Ballicom All others al
Mons 1.).uly
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Harry Gutierrez Daily staff
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Lead singer, Tortelyis,(left) works up the audience, v%ith guitartist, Carl Jah.

Wilder’s latest album a real ’Duo dad’
As the curtains came back, the four members of Mr. Big appeared on the stage with
chests showing and long hair flying to the beat.
The audience was definitely more enthusiastic
than they were for the warm-up guys.
They are touring to promote their second
album "Lean Into It," a follow-up to their first
album "There is no Mr. Big in Mr. Big," which
came out in 1989.
One Step Beyond has always been a great
place to see shows because it is very large for a
club and it is somewhat divided up. The club is
also in the middle of a business area which
allows it a little leeway with the volume. For
some reason something was amiss Saturday
night. "Mr. Big" has a very good reputation
among Bay Area heavy metal fans, the something lacking must have been the quality of the
sound musing.

Do you want to get involved with the
Associated Students’ Government?

(AP) It’s a modern day wonder. In Webb Wilder we have a rock
star for the 1990s.
Looking like some kind of nerd
from hell with a fashion fetish, there
is little danger of Wilder ever sticking out his lower lip and whining
about saving the environment or
how hard it is to be famous.
He’s fun.His sound is a glorious
amalgamation of grunge chords,
killer grooves, Screamin’ Jay
Hawkins theatrics, a healthy sense

of humor, and great pop melodies.
You can dance or you can chuckle.
You can sum up Wilder’s
approach in his cover of Big Joe
Williams’ "Baby Please Don’t Go."
Wilder slips into a hysterical rap
about going to meet Williams, and
somehow gets around to chanting
Iggy Pop’s immortal "1 Wanna Sc
Your Dog."
Wilder is probably not the future
of rock ’n’ roll, but rock sure could
use a dose of his retro-irreverence.

A CO-ED FRATERNITY’?

AEFI
DELTA SIGMA PI
\ (’0 -El) PROFESSIONAL 111SINESS FRATERNITY
COME SEE \11.\-1. \\ RE
I. All(ll"1.!’!!

Ihere are 5 positions available on the
Associated Students’ Board of Directors:

Academic Affairs
Communications
Environmental Affairs
Sponsored Programs
Student Services
Applications and information for these positions
are available in the
Associated Students office located on the
third floor of the Student Union.

fm; Appl icaticms
is
Monday September 16th
For more infoimation on these positions, call
924-6240
or stop by the AS office
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Japanese basketball team to scrimmage at SJSU

PETE
BORE LLO

By Faye Wells
Daily stall write,

Daily staff writer

Card collecting has
lost most of its
childhood charm
NOT JUST for kids anyIT’S
more. That could be the slogan for baseball card collecting today.
With the quality of cards increasing
these days, and the prices along with
them, kids just can’t afford to collect
like they used to.
Baseball cards arc no longer
placed between the spokes of bicycles in order to make that cool
sound.
They arc now placed gently in
protective plastic sleeves, each card
treated with the delicacy of fine
china.
Collectors are now investors.
They no longer collect their favorite
players, but instead those which are
worth the most.
It’s ludicrous. After all, it’s still
just a piece of cardboard with a picture on the front and type on the
back.
For years, the Topps brand of
baseball card has been an institution
for generations of kids. Now this
product is seen as outdated and prehistoric compared to the upgraded
cards of today. There are over 30
companies currently producing cards
and most offer slick action photos up
front and player mug shots on the
back..
packets of trading cards no
longer sell for a quarter in
the drug stores, either. Some
brands can only be had at
card shops and may run a collector
$3 a pack.
The prices of individual cards
border on the outrageous. A 1981
Joe Montana rookie card runs about
$300. A 1980 Rickey Henderson
rookie card will set a collecter back
almost $200. In San Francisco
recently. a 1909 Honus Wagner card
sold for $137,500.
With these prices, the only cardtrading a collector can do is with his
Visa card.
And this isn’t just baseball. There
are cards for football, basketball,
hockey, soccer, horse racing, racecar driving, tennis and golf. Golf
cards? What’s next, bowling?
None of these cards have gum
anymore. Topps was the last company to include gum in their packages,
but just recently ceased this practice.
The reason? Collectors complained
that the gum left a mark on the face
card which devalued it.
What has happened to the days
when the cards were between your
spokes and the gum between your
teeth?
Cards are no longer simple
and friendly. They now
cover not just players, but
also their wives and agents.
Jennifer Montana and Janet Elway
have cards produced by the Pro Set
Company. The Star Pics Company
has made cards of super agents
Leigh Steinberg and Bob Wolfe.
Cheerleader cards may be only a
year away.
People no longer seem to collect
players that they are sentimentally
attached to.There’s never a run on
Mike Gallego cards.They’d rather
pay four bucks for a card of Todd
Van Poppet, an unproven teenager
with a darn good fastball who is at
least two years away from the
majors.
Maybe, just maybe, one day a
young hobby enthusiast will wake
up and say, "Hey, it’s just a piece of
cardboard with a picture on the front
and type on the back. Let’s enjoy it
for what it means to us and not what
it’s worth."
But then again, it’s not just for
kids anymore.
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Matsushita, a Japanese basketball
team, has come to SJSU for the
sporting life, but the public will not
sec them play.
The players are participating in a
basketball clinic that started Sept. 6
and will finish tomorrow. At the
request of the Japanese coaches, the
scrimmages and practice sessimls
are closed to the public. Matsushita
are paying to use the Center.
The clinic includes II practice
sessions and two scrimmages.
According to SJSU head coach Stan
Morrison, the clinic will help the
Japanese play less strictly and more
flexibly.

... the purpose of the clinic is to
play ’according to concepts as
opposed to the rules.’
Stan Morrison
5.151: head basketball swell
"They have come to learn about
technical aspects of basketball," he
said, adding that the purpose of the
clinic is to play "according to concepts as opposed to rules."
"We’re showing them to read the
defense, how to maneuver,"

Morrison said. "We’re showing
them how to take advantage of the
opposition mistakes."
The Japanese team has two
American players. George Puou,
who played at SJSU from 1984 to
I987,.and Clarence Martin from

Montana may need surgery to
repair torn elbow tendon
49ers quarterback
may miss more than
the first four weeks
SANTA CLARA (AP) _ Joe Montana was
told Monday he may need surgery to repair a tom
elbow tendon and for the first time, the San
Francisco 49ers’ team doctor raised the possibility the injury could end his career.
Montana, who has quarterbacked four Super
Bowl champions and was named the league’s
MVP the past two years, has been on injured
reserve since the start of the season and hasn’t
thrown a pass in more than a month.
It’s also a virtual certainty he will miss more
than the first four games of the season, as originally projected.
Dr. Michael Dillingham said he met earlier in
the day with Montana, 35, and brought up the
subject of surgery.
"The program at this point is rehabilitation and
if that rehabilitation ceases to make progress ...
to seriously consider a surgical approach,"
Dillingham said. "I wanted him to be able to discuss the matter with his family, to think about it
in the privacy of his own moments, his own
mind, so that he’s thought about the contingencies."
No decision has been made on the surgery and

the current plan to is to conunue with a regimen
of rest and some exercises. If an operation was
required. Montana would be out eight to 16
weeks.
There is no guarantee, however, that the
surgery would work.
"If he requires surgery, it’s likely to be successful," Dillingham said. "But we all know that
we’re dealing with an arm that has thrown a lot of
passes over the years and I think we have to be
realistic."
If all went well with his rehabilitation,
Montana may be able to throw in 10-14 days at
the earliest.
"I’m saying if everything goes well, and that
doesn’t mean practicing," Dillingham said.
Under a best-case scenario, then, it would
appear Montana would miss at least six games.
Montana was unavailable for comment
Monday.
"He asked a lot of questions, just like anybody
else would," Dillinghman said when asked about
Montana’s reaction to the possibility of surgery.
Dillingham described the injury as unusual.
He said there was some tearing between the
elbow tendon and two muscles, one that flexes
the wrist and the other that enables the hand to
turn palm down. Both muscles are crucial to the
mechanics of throwing a football.
Dillingham said if it comes to surgery, doctors
would remove abnormal, loose or inflammed tissue and close the gap between the muscles and
tendon.
Montana suffered the injury the week of Aug.

5 in a training camp workout. He has said he
threw a 40-yard pass and felt a sudden searing
pain in his elbow.
Early on, Montana said it hurt to shake hands,
turn a door knob or wash his face.
Doctors have given him cortisone shots and
tried acupuncture. Mostly, he’s been on a regimen
of rest and some exercise along with some antiinflammatory medication.
"It’s inflamed and he still has pain,"
Dillingham said. "We want this thing to just calm
down and scar. Then it stops hurting. Then it
would be stable.
"He is doing beucr. We’re watching it. I don’t
think anyone is making any assumptions about
how things are going to go from here."
The team normally does not permit
Dillingham to discuss player injuries but suspended the policy so he could clarify Montana’s
injury.
There had been reports there was some elbow
ligament damage but Dillingham said categorically Monday there was no ligament damage
whatsoever.
The 49ers got another dose of bad news
Monday, when it was learned tight end Brent
Jones tore ligaments in his left knee after catching a fourth-quarter pass in Sunday’s 34-14 win
over San Diego.
He was scheduled to undergo arthroscopic
surgery on Tuesday and will be out eight to 10
weeks, coach George Seifert said.

Sharks right wing has
always been a big scorer
Madill taken from
New Jersey Devils’
organization
DALY CITY (AP) _ Jeff Madill
has always scored goals.
And if the burly native of
Oshawa, Ontario, can keep scoring
in the NHL, he would help the San
Jose Sharks solve their apparent
need for goalscorers.
The 5 -foot-11, 195 -pound right
wing is one of a group of players
who have exhibited a scoring touch
in the minor leagues who have a
chance to prove it in the NHL this
season.
"I’ve always had a knack for
scoring," said Madill, who scored a
nifty goal in the Sharks’ scrimmage
Sunday. "It’s a God-given ability, I
guess. I’ve showed in the minors
that I can score. Hopefully, I’ll keep
that going."
Madill, 26, was selected by the
Sharks out of the New Jersey
Devils’ organization in an expansion
draft last May. He was in Arizona
when he was picked, and was
thrilled by the news because his big
scoring totals in the minor leagues

earned him nothing but a part-time
shot with the Devils last season.
Madill scored 43 goals playing
for Utica of the American Hockey
League two seasons ago, with 41
goals coming at even strength. Last
year, he scored 42 goals in 54 games
for Utica last year.
The Devils called Madill up last
January to fill in for an injured
Brendon Shanahan, and he scored
four goals in 14 games.
"What else could I do in New
Jersey," Madill said. "I wasn’t going
anywhere. They had three right
wings _ Paul MacLean, Claude
Lemieux and Doug Brown. Two of
those guys score 30 or 40 goals a
year, so they’re not going to bring
up a guy hum the minor leagues."
Madill is one of several players
in the Sharks training camp who
have scored regularly in the minor
leagues, but have yet to prove it in
the NHL.
Ed Courtcnay, a 6-4, 200 right
wing, led Kalamazoo with 35 goals
last year. J.F. Quintin, a left wing,
scored 31 at Kalamazoo, and David
Bruce, playing for the St. Louis
Blues’ franchise in Peoria, scored 64
goals in 60 games.
"The IHL and AHL are like AAA

leagues," Sharks general manager
Jack Ferreira said. "A guy who
scores at a consistent level down
there can score in the NHL. Guys
like that usually don’t score 30 or 40
goals, but they don’t always get the
ice time they need.
"With us, these guys are going to
get every opportunity to be effective."
The Sharks even have Pat
FaBoon, the team’s first draft choice,
in camp. Falloon, 18, was a prodigious scorer in junior hockey, but
will be a longshot to make the team
this year. Ferreira says the Sharks
will not rush him.
The Sharks will continue scrimmaging after mini -camp practice
sessions the rest of the week. The
Sharks play their first exhibition
game Friday in Vancouver.
In other training camp news:
Murray Garbutt underwent surgery
over the weekend to repair a separated shoulder, and will be out at least
six weeks. Latvian goalie Artur Irk
is expected to sign his contract
sometime this week. Free agent invitee Trent Andison scored three goals
in the Sharks’ first scrimmage.
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TUDENT DISCOUN
EARN EXTRA CREDIT AS A TUTOR!
You can earn 1 - 3 units of credit tutoring
college -bound students on the
SJSU campus.
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Western Kentucky State University.
"Puou was a star at SJSU before I
was here," Morrison said. "Martin is
also a good player."
At 7-foot -1, Aki Fl1f111 Yamasaki
is the team’s tallest member.
"He plays well and has a future
in professional basketball in Japan,"
SJSU assistant basketball coach
Stan Stewart said. All the
Matsushita players are over 6-foot
tall and Takeshi Tanaka is 6-foot-6.
Stewart said.
Matsushita will play controlled
scrimmages, where the coaches stop
play to instruct the players,
Morrison.said. The scrimmages take
place Tuesday and Wednesday at the
Event Center from 7 to 9 p.m.
Their opponents arc undeter-

mined but may include former SJSU
players, according to Stewart.
Practice takes place Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 a.m, to noon,
and from 3 to 5 p.m. Morrison will
assist Matsushita’s head coach Yoshi
Non Shimuzu and assistant coach
Nobuhiru Hagiwan.
Matsushita represents National
Panasonic, according to Morrison.
The team receives pay for playing
and, in some cases, the players work
at the company as well.
Last year, the team placed second
in the Japanese league which
includes teams financed by companies all over the country. Their
hometown is Osaka, a port city
located in southern Japan.

SJSU loses
to Aztecs
in soccer
By Anne Bouquet
Daily stall wnter
Sunday, SJSU men’s soccer lost
to the San Diego State Aztecs by a
score of three to one. The Spartans,
whose record is now 1-2, travelled
to San Diego for the match.
The only goal scored by SJSU
was made by Paul Whittle on a corner kick. Freshman Chris Hightower
had four saves for the Spartan’s
defense.
The game was tied at one at the
half. The tie was broken by a goal
made by the Aztecs Bill Demke.
Brian Craft-Negrete of SDSU
scored the other two goals. Dan
Dalzochio also had three saves for
the Aztecs.
The Spartans will play Hayward
State on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in
Spartan Stadium.
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DEADLINE
Need Help In Math?
El. AJeelon
li.
Then try El. Math
Arithmetic, new pmerrina for the Ilewlett hiekrinl
48SC eakulator dans:m.111y El. Stftwore to hello V1.11
learn and understand ninth Fach
12IIK plug in ROM mat and detailed manual Earl,
pagram has art simple. WO/ friendly. rate:fate
nukes it easy fur ouniputer illiterate+ arid thine at,.
don’t Itio to read manuals to lave quirk end aav
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SEPTEMBER 12
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Oct. 5, 1991
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$18 fee
Pay at cashier’s office

SJSU Marketing Club
Nivel ing this To esda. 9110, 3:00 p.m.
A.S. Council Chambers, Student Union

Join Now, Everyone’s Welcome.
Give Yourself an Ldge in the Job Hunt!

w, meet on Tuesdays. as our Speaker Series continues Si %lemur!,
News. Civil Light Cipera, Si Sharks. Entertainment Books and mom!

POSITION
ANIMA II ILA\

11E.

MARKETING DIRECTOR
YOU have an opportunity to use your marketing and/or
advertising skills to gain experience as the Marketing
Director for the A.S. Program Board. Some duties
include placing paid advertisements in local publications and
soliciting sponsorships for the Annual Blues Festival,
If this interests you, pick up an application
pocket at the A S. office (Student Union
third floor across from the ballroom)
or contact Tasha Souza (Director of
Personnel @ 408-924 6240
DEADLINE IS 12 NOON
SEPTEMBER 16

Funded hy Associated Students
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Man gets in accident
with dead woman at his
side
BARN WELL, S.C. (Al’) A man
whose car struck the back of a pickup truck
had a dead woman sitting beside him,
authorities said.
Franklin Dewey Hutson, 49, was
charged with murder after the collision
Saturday, the Barnwell County sheriff’s
department said.
County Coroner Joe Ridgeway said the
pickup truck’s driver called police after the
crash because he saw the dead woman
inside.
She had been killed earlier Saturday by
a gunshot to the heart, he said.

0 Crop circles: little
green men, hoaxers,
fact
or all three?
LONDON (Al’) The debate over the
origin of crop circles raged in a wheat field
Monday, where two men who claim it was
all a hoax butted heads with believers in
more exotic explanations.
The appearance of the mysterious circles, and more fantastic shapes, have
become a summer diversion across southern England, and have also turned up in
Canada, Germany and America’s Midwest.
In the absence of a convincing explanation,

imagination has run riot.
"We used to infiltrate their ranks when
they came up to see the circles we had
done. We could sec they were expecting
something bigger all the time," said David
Chorley, who demonstrated his circle -making technique for reporters.
’They called us ’superior intelligence’
and this was the biggest laugh of all," said
Chorley.
He claims he and his friend Douglas
Bower were just two bored guys who
dreamed up the circles one night in a pub.
Patric Delgado, who has written books
claiming paranormal forces are at work in
the fields, was unimpressed by the demonstration near Chilmark, 40 miles southwest
of London.
"Straightaway you can see everything
you would expect to see in a hoax. The
plants arc broken, it is extremely ragged
and obviously a hoax. There is nothing to
impress us here except two very fit 60year-olds," he told reporters.
No "little green men" had been spotted
descending from flying saucers, and there
had always been the dreadful thought that
it might be just one gigantic hoax.
The paranormal theorizers said it
couldn’t he done, the circles were too perfect.
On Monday, the Today newspaper
blared the claim by Bower and Chorley
that they were responsible for most of the
thousands of circles that have appeared
since the late 1970s using two boards
and a piece of string, and a sighting mccha-
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SJSU WEATHER:

TODAY Daytime highs in low -mid 70s, otherwise fair
Overnight lows in mid-S0s, low morning clouds, highs in 70s.

night. TOMORROW

nism made out of wire and fixed to a baseball cap.
Delgado and his supporters said they
would meet Bower and Charley at a "secret
destination" Tuesday for "some very heavy
questioning."
Dr. Terry Meaden, former associate professor of physics at Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, said Monday that the
claim by Bower and Chorley didn’t explain
everything.
Meaden, who heads the crop circle
study group, CERES (Circle Effect
Research, with the ES added in honor of
the Roman goddess of agriculture), claims
to have proved that they are caused by
eddies of wind running along hillsides.
"I have no doubt that Bower and
Chorley are responsible for some hoaxes.
We have seen an increasing number of
improbable circles and figures in recent
years, which Were obviously not genuine
because of the amount of damage done to
the crops.
"But we arc quite certain that crop circles are a natural phenomenon, and will
carry on appearing whatever these two get
up to," Meaden said.
The sourest note on Monday came from
farmer Peter Renwick, who had made his
field available to Bower and Chorley.
"1 said they could do a small demonstration and the next thing I know 16 million
people turn up," Renwick said. "All I want
to do is to get my harvest in."

ID Thousands of Canadian
civil servants strike
over job security, wages
TORONTO (AP) Thousands of civil
servants emptied government offices,
slowed tax collection, disrupted grain
exports and snarled airports Monday in one
of the largest strikes in Canadian history.
The chief issues were job security and
higher pay.
"It’s regretful that it’s necessary for us
to take this action," said Daryl Bean, president of the Public Service Alliance of
Canada. "But we were left with no choice."
About 110,000 of the union’s 155,000
members were eligible to strike, and while
Bean had no immediate figures, he said in
an interview that participation had exceeded expectations.
"All across the country, it is a real massive turnout," he said.
Another 45,000 workers who are cs.sential employees prison guards, airport

firefighters, meat inspectors cannot
legally walk off the job.
Meanwhile, the striking workers set up
pickets in cities from coast to coast to
protest a government plan to freeze wages
this year and raise pay by 3 percent in each
of two following years.
Gilles Loiselle, president of the
Treasury Board that negotiates for the government, said the wage proposal is nonnegotiable. The average wage of a unionized federal civil servant in Canada is
about $26,000 in U.S. currency.
He also threatened to seek legislation
ordering employees back to work if disruptions became too severe.
Bean said there were plenty of disruptions Monday.
"There are several operations closed
today: airports, grain elevators," he said.
"There are holdups at borders and immigration. The whole revenue side, bringing
in revenue through income taxes, is completely shut down."
He also said that while wages are
important, the real issue is job security and
the growing number of jobs that are being
contracted out.
"Since Feb. 26, 1 have received notices
in my office of 1,900 layoffs," he said.
"Job security is certainly the No. 1 issue,
followed very closely, of course, with the
wage aspect."
Loisclle said that while he didn’t expect
the union to take eagerly to the government’s offering, it is the only choice in the
current economic climate.
"It will mean jobs," he said. "We won’t
be able to pay them anymore."
On Monday, flights at Canada’s busiest
airport, Pearson International in Toronto,
were severely disrupted when striking public servants blocked air traffic controllers
horn getting to their jobs.
At noon Monday. Pearson was handling
only about 25 flights an hour, one-third its
usual capacity. That was creating a ripple
effect at Montreal’s Dorval Airport, where
flights were up to an hour late.
On the west coast, federal grain inspectors. weighers and samplers established
picket lines at the Vancouver terminals.
Longshoremen and about 700 grainhandlers have agreed not to cross the picket
line, union spokesman Al Hadvick said.
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U.N. reports fighting in
Northern Iraq

"MR. BLUE
" has currant
Cell Tech Products (alga* A acidol.
prillus) on hand now. Special money
making/saving plan for tat 5 sorer.
Ines. frets. or groups. Get brain
food/body rebuilding items from
Viktor in SH 211 or write. Plan 196.
PO Bosh. SA. CA 95103 Phone
408 2541447.1ree yeast sefftest.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and X
rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now For brochure see A S
Office or
Call 800.655.32E5
ARE YOU APPLYING TO ORADUATE
SCHOOL? The Princeton Review
seeks Pre-Lew. Pre-Business and
other prospective graduate stu
dents interested In taking FREE
LSAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam Call (408) 288-9674 to
make your reservation Call Today!

HELP WANTED
CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos
home. 2 sons, 10 yr/old and blind
4 yr/old. 8-16 Ns. wk. Mondays.
other hrs vary Flexible with a
student Own trans.. references
55 50 hr. Call Sue at 356-6515

WATER POLO COACH at Fremont
High School CPR and First Aid Is
helpful. Leave message at (4081
522 2445

TEACRERS/DIRECTORS NEEDED!
YMCA school age childcare. Flex
hrs Nurturing environment. 6 ECE
units req. Cell Monica at 262.
3740. 26 PM

MODEL SEARCH Si Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency
seeking N / F for fashion, print and
T.V. commercial *IDA. For hes evaluation, Call 374-6090

PANT4IME SOFTWARE tech sup
port 1920 hrnint DOS experL
ince required. Close to DM Call
Amy at 294501328.
CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos
home 2 sons; 10 pr/Old and blind
4 yr/oki 8.16 hrs. wk Mondays.
other Ms vary. FIliedble with st.
Own trans references
dent
$550 hr. Call Sue at 356.6515

BOOKWORMSI READ BOOKS for
arn $100 title! Free
PM!
recorded message revelis details
PERMS/COLORS/CUTS Call 18131 852 8707
FREE
International Artists need models
for San Jose Hair Show Sept 14,
15 & 16 For information call TEACHERS& INSTRUCTORS P/T
415 886 1117
for eiernentary schools Degree
not required Call 408 280-5088

OPEN DOLE
CM, put God to the test and see
now kind He is’
Homy your father and mother.
Mat you may TraVe a long, good life
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must not steal
You must not lie
You must not be greedy
S Ch. PO Box 160315
Cupertirv, CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurarc Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SISU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Goal Rates for NonGood Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 8.2.
INDEED CARS, Perks, boats.
4 wheelers. rnotothomell. bY IDI
IRS, 01.A Available your area now
Call 805 682 7555 Est C1255

FOR SALE
SMALL DORM REFRIDGERATOR
Good conditions $35
Cell 415 657 4655 prn
CPA. REVIEW DOORS for sake
Review coasts notes included
Sere lot of money 736.8033

ESTABLISHED MODEIJNO Training
Center seeking career oriented
receptionist and sales person, full-time/part-time Call 374-6090,

P/T MOTT. busy downtown law
office WP 5 1, law asp not reed
Flex hr*, nonsmkr , sal nag Ask
for Kneen 293-4000
PHANTOM NITECLUIL the hottest
clxio in the Bay Ares Is now accepting applications for bartenders,
cocktallers. bow and shooter staff,
Experience preferred Apply Merl
4 6 p rn Wed
Sat Ask for
Edwin after you complete your mop&
5353
cation In Dinner 88.
Almaden Expwy at Blossom Hill Rd
On the Almaden Plaza)
Some
Flexible
experience preferred
hours around school
Stage
Concoots 9680677

ORAPRIC ARTIST to produce
brochures. flyers, banners. etc for
programs offered through the St.
dent ActNkies and Services office
10 hours/week. 85 70 / hour
Must be a matriculated. currently
enrolled student Macintosh
computer graphic skills required
Apply in the Student Activities
Moe. Old Cat through
4:30 Pm Sept 20

COUDIE STUDENTS Make ad ra
money Need 2 to 3 students to
become Open House Party Then
representative For application
form, send SASE to Mrs Ask
HOUDOvaaT III Lemon tree Circle
Vacaville, CA 95687

POSTAL JOGS AVA/LABLE3
Many Positions Great benentS.
Call 805 682 7555 Eat P-3310
START II? SAO PER HOUR
Dirt Swing Grave shrfts Ft/P1
Weekly pay
Securtly/Receptiors/High tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical Insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply Ilarn Storn. Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
(beta San Tomas Exp / Olcottl

2 BORM / 268TH APT. $770
820 a rno .5 1 Bram/1 bath apt.$600 a ’no 12 mo lease. Walk or
ricie bike to school 780S. 11th
street Laundry facilities, security
bag . cable TO rlriall RealOckeera.
very clean Call mgr. 2869157.
ROOM FOR RENT, 10 min from
school. Nice home re/pool, W&D.
Avail. 9/1 1335. viii. 629.3117
Janet.

FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1
week Greeks, Clubs. ANYONE No
risk L8001 7466817.x 50

ACNE? PIMPLES? Say goodbye to
oily Hun Natural Imported mineral
Soap only $3 Jericho PO Box
5845 San Jose, CA 95106

SERVICES
REPOSSESSED A IRS Fereekesed
homes eirriene at below manse’
value Fantastic sayings. not.
repeir. Also S&L turbot proper
ties Call 805 687-7555
Eat 81513

ROOMMATE WANTED. Non-smok
log roommate to snare spacious 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath townhouse.
conveniently located in Sunnyvale
Female preferred $400 incl util
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
Call Deborah 408 749.0260 p.m
Ail subiects NOMr. thesis develop
or 415969.9112 2384 an,
ment. assistance Qualrflea enters Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
APARTMENT FOR RENT 2 bed
roorn/2 bath, security gates. free
Berkeley 14151 841 5038
basic cable Slate House Apts
508 511Th SI Call Den 295-5256
Please leave a message
URI NEW 1 OR APTS. edgm
& airy with ALK, OW. AC Gated
pruning, intercom, laundry Two
roommates OF, Rent $6858850
Also rent monthly parking only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from Call1DuS
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 2974

POP SYSTDAS nas job openings
In high-tech computer Industry
opportunity for graduating
marketing maim*. or Wry
graduating senior Cell
14081 9440301 for interest in a
full tine or part time account
executive position open

EASY
boss
3000
today!

11111?
No
141
Call

URE TO PARTY? No
investment
Sell over
Jewelry items Start
714 662 1889

ARTIST. REGULAR WORK. Need
erotic (nix) line drawings to illus
Paul 984 4003
trite catalog
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per! Applications accepted Mr
2 305 00 1235 Oakinesd Pkwy.
Sunnyvale. 245.2911 Convanently
Weed off Hwy 101 & lawrenc
wav See you soon,

Quiz

Five correct
news stud.
Three to four
reads USA
Today. One to two Where
have you been?
So What is the 24 -hour record rainfall
in North Ogden, Utah that was just set
last Sunday?
So. According to the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration, how
many marijuana plants were destroyed
in the United States last year?
IP How many people yearly attempt
to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro, the highest
mountain in Africa?
So Where is Texaco Pipeline seeking
to lay an oil pipeline?
So For what were seven newspaper
editors in Greece sentenced 10
months in jail?
ANSWERS: I) 8.4 inches; previous
record-6.0 inches in 1970. 2) 1.14 million
plant!. 3) 10,000 climbers. 4) Through unique
set of coral reefs in the northern Gulf of
!Ammo. 5) They published stab:malts from ter
minds in order to challenge a censorship law.

Edsird try Corey Tresidder
/iron, Associated Press Wire Services

Papers. gram proects, etc
Ail formats including APA
QuiCk return Transcription ser
vices available Almaden / Bran
ham area Phone 264-4504
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses. Graduate Work. APA
Turabian Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRG1110 INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oekrrage Mall 2246395
CALL MARCIA 2888448 for word
Processing with Word Perfect 5 1
and HP Laser II Specialize editing.
g. grammar, sentence structure.
formatting (APA. Turabian. MLA)
Can also edit your 51/4 disk In %VP
5 0/5 1 or ASCII Assistance with
all OnaSes Of thesis, term paper. &
resume preparation ESL students
we4C0111* Willow Glen area
TYPINO &WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 2261459

FREE TRAVEL A , couriers and
Cruisesnos Students also needed Christmas Simng and Summer WORD PROCESSINO - Friendly
for Amusement Park employment hem* typist using Word Perfect &
Call 805 682 7555 En F-1661
Laser printer Near Boilinger & De
Ante Blvd 12 years legal moe,
once Suzanne 446 5658

WORDPROCESSING
CALL UNDA TODAY
’or expenemed professional
wordprOcessing Theses terns

MANI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing’.
Resumes. term papers. theses
etc Grad & undergrao Ayaiiable

days- (eves. & weekends by appt
IBM Comp / Laser printer
Call Anna - 972-4992
EXPONENCED WORD Processors
farnikar with APA /Turanian
formats Science and English
peplos our specially Free spell
check/storage Lovecost editing
and graphics Resumes and other
servres available
Masterson’s Word Processing
Cali Paul or Virginia 251-0449
AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term Paws
reports, group papers resumes.
letters, theses. laserprinter
etc All formats plus APA.
Sositheck. punctuation/ grammar
assistance All work guaranteed!
Call PAM 247-2681 8airn .11pm
for worry he, professional
dependable service
ASANDON THE FRUSTRATION
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports APA Turablen
resumes. letters & more
Postscript Laserjet
Affordable. accurate, & fast.
Hours 8 30 ern 7 00 Om
Cell Evelyn 270.8014
DUALITY TYPINS SERVICE
Term pacers theses. resumes
liners, reports All formats
Steno sevice Pick up and delivers
for large lobs 20 yews
expenence MA In Erigi.s,
Cell Margaret.
8 am to 9 pm, at 251-6775

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 t.(ters and spaces for each line. PunctuatiOn counts as one letter.)
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Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

Ono
Day

Two
Days

3 LINES

Three Four
Days Days

Five
Days

aoaoss

Cly’Stete

Announcements

Vines

$500 $600

$670

$740

$800

4 lines

$600 $670

$740

$810

$880

51ines

$700 $7.40

$810

$880

$960

Phone

6 lines

$800

$1080

I

T8.70 $940 $10 to

Each additional day $1 00

SEMESTER RATES, AU.
5-9 lines: $7000 10.11 lines
15-191inas

Questions? Call

ISSUES
$9000

$110.00
924-3277

(408)

Please check/
your classification:

ON ONE DAY

Each additional line $1 00
TEACHER FOR UC. KAY CENTER.
Min 6 ICE units rip 210 yr/olds
Flex hrs DwEve Wand So
San Jose 281 8880 or Fremont .
415 79E9997

HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
female roommate as companion
Call Brian after 400 pm 2982308

HOUSING

PERSONAL

rxreiint
UNITED WAY CHILD Davreurarkere
program P/T learner’s cle &
Sub positions available Flex MS
Roc & ICE minors encouraged to
apply All maws *ecstatic, Cal
Gercines Char:1,40’S Ca 9981143

RECIPE. OR CHILD DEV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool16 12 units [CE
preferred) and 12 schootage
(reo/P E. units o
programs We
have both fustirne and part-time
positions Flexible Mors available
Our centers we open 6am to 6 pm
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257-7326

TRAVEL

COUNSKOR/DIRIECT CARE staff
needed at ocai residential ?KIX.
ties for young adults & adolescents
with eimsm S related disabilities
runtime end part time positions
available Start $600 $6,25 an
hour Cali Sherry 408 4483953

NEWS

FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

DANCE TEACHER WANTED
WORK STUDY STUDENT assistant
Mn 2 years experience teaching
to assist clerical staff by anssvering
young children egos 312, ballet
Phones. running copies on mimeo.
preferred Call ksell at 996-8955
graph and Copy machines. errands
on campus and other duties as
required Must be eligible ler work
daily lands, 12 15 arivok, Nor- TEACHER OF PHYSICAL EDUCAIv between 97, $570 $605
TION & Motor Development fa chlE
Ability to type 45 WPM desirable
Oren. 2 to 12 years Experience
and car required Gymsters. Ire .
Apply Student ActNnes & Ser
14081 9968955
vie**. Old Cat by 9/10
111 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fretantly, sorority, or other
campue group can earn between
$500$1000 In less than 7 days
You pay absolutely nothlrg
Call 18004362077 Est 3

"serious clashes" over the weekend in
northern Iraq between government forces
and Kurdish rebels.
A statement from the office of
Sadruddin Aga Khan, the U.N. envoy in
charge of humanitarian efforts in the
Persian Gulf, said the situation "is apparently tense and there is a possibility of further confrontauon in the area."
An official in Sadruddin’s Geneva office
said he could not provide casualty figures.
’The Ministry of Information in Baghdad
has barred reporters from visiting northern
Iraq for the time being, the statement said.
Following Iraq’s defeat in the Gulf War,
an uprising by Kurds in northern Iraq was
crushed by Saddam Hussein’s troops, and 2
million Kurds fled to Iran and Turkey.
Allied troops established a security zone
in northern Iraq to protect the Kurds and
spur ID& return, but the soldiers withdrew
by July IS. The United Nations then sent in
lightly armed security guards with no
power to intervene in fighting.

GENEVA (Al’) The United Nations
said Monday it has received reports of
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"NOT JUST ANY BICYCLE SHOP"

Rine up special $25.00
10% off parts & accessories
with this coupon, labor excluded.
Hours:
18-B S. 8th
lkW,F Ilam -7pm
St)
T,Th llam - 8pm (near Santa Clara
(408) 293-7925
Sat 10am - 6om
Coupon Required Fwiration 9/30/91 ""

THE HILTON TOWERS

The Hilton Towers, developed by Phil DiNapoli and
Lewis Wolff, will be the first of two hotels built on the
site of the San Jose Convention Center. The hotel will
feature 356 rooms in 17 stories and add 21,000 square
feet of meeting facilities to the Downtown.
Construction on the $40 million hotel is scheduled to
begin in March 1991, and to be completed in 1992.

Fantasy

Kodak *Ilford *Fuji *Oriental *Agfa *Polaroid
Lander *Sanders *Jobo *Paterson Kalt *Slik
Bogen *Sundog *Savage *Gossen

FAIRMONT

3RD
4TH

*Kodalux Overnight Negative Processing $1.98
*Black & White Develop & contact Sheet $6.00

-)00/

PAVILION
SHOPS
I.

Specializing in
Science Fiction

*Darkroom Equipment and Supplies

,AVE *Kodalux Overnight Slide Processing $6.00

i
1
I 1ST
2ND

$ CASH FOR
YOUR BOOKS
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F
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Open Daily 9-5:30 Saturday 10-2
451 South 4th Street, San Jose (408) 275-9649
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5TH

I

6TH

I

7TH

I

I

I

Illri4

I
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8TH

CD’s, Tapes & Recorc
9TH
New & Used Books

I A roking for a great place
to have a quick lunch?

10TH

A--4_Recycle
Book Store
Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

SATISFY YOUR HUNGER

( ’Anne downtmAll (0 the P11\111011
FOOd :ourt. Salads, sat dwiel

286 - 6275

pizza, Chinese, Mexican,
hamburgers, frozen (igurt and cookies -

BYTOIfil

it’s all here, it’s last Mid eas,
14:11% ing
shop and brim se in the shops.

TANNING
CELEBRATION

001.04G SPEcm

1144A41/1/1/y

e

NEW LOOKS
SALON

ttoe
-2804707-

Hair
Makeup

Tanning Salon

135 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown
San lose

Includes
1 month membership
unlimited use
No maintenance fees
Goggles
Tanning Accelerator
After Tanning Moisturizer
TAKE YOUR OWN SWEET TIME
\
4

24 Hour
Mac Rentals

s
444,..r.444.

Need to work late.
Come in anytime count on us.
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the copy center
(Across from McDonald’s) 295-4311
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computer time with this coupon Does not apply to laser prints. One
coupon per customer Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location Expires 9/20/91

1210 S. Third St.
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r Valid
$ 2from OFF
MAC RENTAL
Mid-night to 6 a m. $2 oft self service Macintosh
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